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Jean Lenke, C: 484.431.3524 E: jean.lenke@gmail.com 

BASIC Wedding SERVICES
Ceremony Music: 
Duo/Trio - vocal with piano,  or piano & bass 

Includes Ingathering music appropriate to the wedding them, as well as Pro-
cessional, Interludes, and Recessional songs of your choice. 

Jean Therapy Cocktail Trio: 
3 piece combo - vocal, piano, upright base  

We'll provide you with a mellow or lively cocktail vibe per your preference, 
playing a set of jazz standards (20’s-70’s ). We’ll keep things light & fun and in-
clude familiar love songs, some R&B and multi-generational favorites. This set 
includes up to three special requests in the mix. 

Jean Therapy Jazz Fusion Combo: 
5 piece combo - vocal, piano, upright base, drums & saxophone  

We'll provide you with a mellow or lively cocktail vibe per your preference, 
playing a set of jazz standards (20’s-70’s ) through the dinner hour, breaking 
when the main course is served.*  We’ll keep things light & fun and include 
familiar love songs & multi-generational favorites. This set includes up to three 
special requests in the mix and the option to mix in more contemporary “cock-
tail rock & latin”, per your preferences. 

A package of longer duration would extend the band’s session into a second 
post-dinner set, moving things up in tempo & intensity, play your “special 
dance songs”, some retro pop, contemporary jazz-rock, swing tempos, dance-
able Latin Bossa novas, and some soul-pop fusion. 

For late night dancing, we can provide our unique eclectic mix of jazz-rock, fu-
sion, Latin rock & retro pop - along with a great mix of classic wedding dance 
grooves. We’ll customize the late night dance music per your tastes and your 
special requests. 

Everyone needs a little - Jean Therapy!
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Jean Therapy Combo & Jazz-Rock Fusion Band, MC & Sound:  
6-7 piece band - vocal, guitar, piano, upright base, drums, sax/flute 
Extended time, $600/hour. 

We'll provide you with a mellow or lively cocktail vibe per your preference, 
playing a set of jazz standards (20’s & 30’s-70’s ) through the dinner hour, 
breaking when the main course is served.* We’ll keep things light & fun and 
include familiar love songs and multi-generational favorites. This set includes 
up to three special requests in the mix. This set could also include MC Ser-
vices, your “first dance”, “father daughter dance”, or other special songs 
played by the band, up to 3 special requests for the cocktail hour. 

Then we’ll extend the band’s live session into the “dancing hour” where we 
move things up in tempo & intensity, get groovier - including retro & contem-
porary jazz-rock, danceable Latin Bossa novas, some old school R n’ R, R&B 
and soul-pop fusion, and other danceable retro tunes - all with multigenera-
tional appeal. This set would include continued MC Services, your “first dance”, 
“father daughter dance”, and other special songs played by the band, up to 5 
special requests. 

*Dinner Break: We find that this is a great time for a live music break. Your dinner 
guests will appreciate a drop in the music level for conversation and we'll provide 
ambient instrumental jazz music via digital DJ.  
 

Jean Therapy DJ Services:  

Jean Therapy maintains a list of wonderful DJs that can add more special en-
ergy to your evening’s event. Contact us for more information. 

Not your average cover band - Jean Therapy offers a sophisticated fusion of 
Jazz, Rock, Latin & Pop. They draw upon a musical catalogue with a complex 
history - classic jazz-rock fusion, staples from the late 60’s to mid 70’s, stand-

out contemporary hits, and updated jazz standards. Slightly off center, yet 
hauntingly familiar - there is a tongue-in-cheek nostalgia to this  

unique cover band’s repertoire. It’s fun. It’s adult. It’s unexpected.

Everyone needs a little - Jean Therapy!
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